
 
 
 
 
  

 
Dear Parents / Carers,  
 
Some questions have been raised recently regarding opportunities for sporting activities within the 
school. I would like to take this opportunity to explain the reasons behind some of our decisions. 
Much of this information was shared with parents at the time however I recognise that many parents 
are new to the school. Two years ago a new formula funding was created for schools by NPT Council 
which meant that budgets for small schools were cut.  As a school, we instantly lost £13,000 from our 
usual budget. Therefor cuts had to be made. A decision was made by Governors that we could no 
longer pay into the service level agreement for Sports and Leisure. In short, taking two classes 
swimming for a fortnight each was costing the school £2,575.  For this, just two classes would get a 
fortnight of 1 hourly swimming sessions. The pool provided one teacher and the majority of pupils 
were taught by their own class teacher/ teaching assistant who usually had no swimming instructor 
qualifications. Governors decided that this was not good value for money and as cuts were needed to 
be made the decision was made to end this agreement. It was also agreed that as many pupils 
achieved great success with passing grades in music, the music provision would continue for the pupils 
with a small contribution from the parents of pupils playing violin and brass instruments. Many 
parents and grandparents also enjoyed being invited for musical mornings to see their children playing 
as part of an orchestra. 
In July this year we sent out letters of interest for a netball club. Unfortunately, we only received 4 
replies. So sadly we were not able to go ahead with this.  
Similarly, with small cohorts it is difficult to create a rugby team with one or two year groups. 
However, when possibilities arise for games which include boys and girls with varying levels of 
experience, we grab every opportunity. In July this year, classes 3 and 4 enjoyed a whole day rugby 
festival in Llangatwg school.  
Our after school clubs in Art, Welsh, Information Technology and Sports aim to provide variety for 
many pupils’ interests and we currently have 68 pupils attending clubs. I am very proud that Mrs. 
Davies was recently observed by the LA Advisor for Welsh Mrs. Streefland and has been asked to make 
a film of her club to share with the rest of the schools in the local authority as Mrs. Streefland felt that 
it is the best Welsh Club that she has seen.  
We are always striving to improve our school. This year we are providing pupils with specialist 
teaching in art, music and drama. Also this academic year we have worked with Brightstars to develop 
the outdoors with £5,500 of equipment. We received a grant of £900 to take pupils from Y2 to Y6 on 
theatre visits. We were awarded a grant of £500 for gardening equipment and training. We have also 
been successful in our application for a grant for a Play Worker. 12 schools applied and Creunant was 
one of the four successful schools. As a result, we are currently employing a Play Worker to develop 
physical activity within the school. Our next step is to apply for a grant to develop the Discovery Room 
off the school hall so that the older generation can come into school and share skills and knowledge 
with our pupils. All of this and we are just 6 weeks into the term! 
Please can I ask that if you have any questions, feel that as a school we could be doing anything better 
or if you have any skills which you can offer us to help us improve, that you call into school and let us 
know. Using social media to find things out can cause a lot of confusion whereas open discussions can 
be so much more effective to moving our school forward. Please remember to also use our school 
website which contains accurate up to date information on dates and events as well as many great 
photos of your children having fun! 
Mrs. M. Teague (Head Teacher) 
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What’s been going on in class? 
 

 

Seren Y Pythefnos: 
 

Meithrinfa: Cellan Tamplin & Darcie Croucher 

Dosbarth 1: The Whole Class 

Dosbarth 2: Rowan Davies & Maisie Ridings 

Dosbarth 3: Dylan Jones & Jac Watkins 

Dosbarth 4: Thomas Furber & Sasha Haf White 

 

Siaradwr Cymraeg Y Pythefnos: 
 

Meithrinfa: Jacob Moses 

Dosbarth 1: Mia Mae Lee 

Dosbarth 2: Madison Griffiths 

Dosbarth 3: Elizabeth Davies & 

Dosbarth 4: Seren Stokes Jones 

 
 
 
 

Class 1 – Mrs. Thomas 
In Class 1 we have been learning about body parts.  
We sang heads, shoulders, knees and toes and 
practised using different body parts to travel on in 
PE. 
We have been comparing our heights to find out 
who is the tallest and who is the shortest.  In Year 1 
we have been measuring our hands and feet using 
cubes. 
We went on a walk around the school to find out 
where different classrooms are located and we 
created questionnaires to find out about people 
who work in our school. 
We have been practising our handwriting in Year 1 
so please support your child at home with the 
handwriting sheets. 

 

Nursery – Mrs. Jones 
 

We have been looking at our favourite foods in 

nursery this week and the children have drawn 

some lovely pictures. 

We have been learning the sounds “d and t” during 

the last 2 weeks; the children are really enjoying 

our Read Write INC sessions each morning and 

becoming more confident with answering questions 

and  during  our mark making activities. 

During our P.E sessions, we have been looking at 

different ways to move our bodies and using 

different directions when we move. We have used 

coloured hoops for colour recognition games and 

bean bags for balancing activities. 
 

Class 4 – Mr. Allen 
In Numeracy we have been working on 
multiples, factors & prime numbers. Pupils have 
successfully used correct methods to help them 
identify these types of numbers. In Literacy we 
have worked on our reading skills, inferring & 
reading between the lines. During our Science 
lesson we learnt how to accurately record 
results and explain what we have found out. We 
also enjoyed watching the Rugby & created 
origami Welsh Jersey’s!  
Reminders – Homework is given on a Friday & 
due the following Friday. Spelling words to be 
learnt and practised in the back of homework 
books. Test on a Friday. Thanks Mr Allen 
 

 
 

Class 2 – Mrs. Davies 
Another very busy week in Class 2. We have all 

written descriptions of our chosen mini-beasts, 

describing colour, pattern, shape and number of 

wings, legs, body parts and antennae. We have 

made our own 3D mini-beasts, using card, pipe 

cleaners and cellophane. In Maths, we have 

continued with our weekly tables, most Yr 2’s now 

moving onto the x10 tables, so thank you for all 

your support. We have started division and looked 

at sequencing numbers. We have designed our 

Sukkot and will be making them next week. In 

Science, we have looked at the diet and shape of 

teeth, of animals and mini-beasts, deciding 

whether they are herbivores, carnivores or 

omnivores.  

 

Class 3 – Mrs. Williams 
Another busy week in class 3. We have been 
typing our recounts on the computer and 
remembering to use all of the features. In maths 
we have been sorting and classifying 2D and 3D 
shapes and we've recently moved onto 
triangles. In topic we have researched and 
mapped out Alfred's journey from Wales to 
Brazil. In P.E we have been working on different 
movements and we all tried really hard to army 
crawl and complete the mini assault course. 
Remember to practise your spelling words every 
night at home ready for your test on 
Wednesday.  
 
 


